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INTRODUCTION 0 S T I "

Some of the most importantand challenging problems in two-phase flow today have to do with the
understandingand predictionof multidimensionalphenomena, in particular,lateral phase distribution in both
simple and complex geometry conduits. A prior review paper [I] summarized the state-of-the-art in the
understanding of phase distribution phenomena, and the ability to perform mechanistic multidimensional
predictions. The purposeof this paperis to updatethatreview, with particularemphasis on complex geometry
conduitpredictivecapabilities.

Previous experimental studies have shown that pronounced lateral phase distribution may occur.
Serizawaet al [2] and Michiyoshi etal [3] havemeasuredpronouncedwall peakingof the local void fractionfor
turbulentbubbly air/watertwo-phase upflow in a pipe. Similar results were foundby Valukina et al [4] for
laminarbubblyair/watertwo-phase upflow in a pipe. These results were laterconfirmedin a studyby Wang et
al [5], and were extended to show that, in contrast to the bubbly upflow results; void coring (ie, void
concenwafionnearthepipe'scenteriine)occurredforturbulentbubbly two-phaseair/waterdownflow in a pipe.

Recently, the developmentof these lateralphasedistributionprofiles hasbeen studiedby Class etal [6]
and Liu [7], where it was found thatbubble size effects are importmi_.This may explain why wall peaking in
verticalc_x:ur_ntupflow is not always observed.

The importance of bubble size on lateral void phase distributionhas also been recognized by other
investigawrs, including Sekoguchi et al [8] andZun[9]. Moreover, Monji et al [10] have foundthatforbubbly
air/waterupflows thatsmallbubbles (Db < 0.5 nun) tend to be uniformlydistributedacross the conduits, while
large bubbles (Db • 6 ram) tend to core, and it is only the intermediate size bubbles that concentratenear the
wallofthe conduit.

Interestingly,similarlateralphasedistributionphenomenahavealsobeenobservedincomplex
geometryconduits.Sadatomietal[II]havefoundpronouncedwallpeakingforturbulentbubblyair/watertwo-
phaseupflowinverticaltriangularandrectangularconduits.Moreover,theyfoundthatforslugflow,void
cotingoccurred.Similarvoidcoring"hasbeenobservedbySireetal[12]forbubbly/slugair/waterupflowsina
verticaltriangularduct.

Okhawa et al [13] made measurementsof bubbly air/water two-phase upflow in an eccentric annular
testsection.Theyobservedsignificantlawxal phasedistribution,withthevoidfractionbeinglargerinthemore
openregionoftheflowarea.Similarresultswerefoundby Shiralkaretal[14]usingboilingFreon-114.

Itisclearthattherearestronglateral forceson thedispersed(ie,vapor)phasewhichleadto the
observedphasedistributions.Thusletusnextconsiderwhatisknownaboutthephysicsoftheselateralforces.

Drew & Laheyhavedemonstratedtheuniquerelationshipbetweentheturbulencefieldoftheliquid
phaseandthevoiddistributionforpipes[15]andforcomplexgeometryconduits[16].Similarresult3havealso
beenfoundbyKataokaetal[17].Wang etal[5]haveextendedtheseanalysestoincludeotherlateralforces
suchasthe so-calledliftterm,theanalyticalformofwhichhasbeenderivedbyDrew& Lahey[18],[19].

Severaldistinctlydifferentanalyticalapproacheshavebeenpursuedforthepredictionoflateral void
disa'ibufion.A LagrungiansimulationhasbeenproposedbyZunetal[20],andthisapproachshowspromise.
Anotherapproach,whichisinaccordancewithwhathasbeenwidelyadoptedfornuclearreactorsafetyanalysis,
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is based on the computational £1uid_lynamic (CFD) numerical evaluation of a properly formulated
multidimensionaltwo-fluidmodel. This is the approachwhich will be stressedin this paper.

In a pioneering study Lee et al [21] demonstrated that closed-loop predictions of lateral phase
distribution for bubbly upflow in a pipe can be made using a multidimensional two-fluid model and a k-£
turbulencemodel. Unfortunately, in this study the degree of turbulencenon-isotropy and several important
boundaryconditionshadto be specified in orderto close the systemof equations.

Ina subsequentstudy,Lopez deBertodanoetal[22]performedamechanisticCFD predictionoflateral
phase dism'butionin pipes using a multidimensional two-fluid model anda Reynolds stress (ie, x-e) turbulence
model. As notedin a previous review paper [1], this study representsa significantbreakthroughsince it shows
thatdetailedclosed-loopmechanisticpredictions of complicated two-phaseflow is possible if we have aproperly
formulatedtwo-fluid model

Recent researchhas been completedby Lopez de Beru3dano[23] in which lateral phasedistributionin
complex geometry conduits was studied. In particular,experiments and CFD analysis were performedfor a
verticalisosceles triangulartest section. Let us f'trstconsider the datatakenin this study.

DISCUSSION - EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

The air/watertest loop in which the datawere takenis shown schematically in Fig. 1. The test section
was an isosceles Irianglehaving 50 mm base and 100 mm height. The duct was 2840 mm long (ie, L/D = 73).
The mixing tee, shown schematically in Fig. 2, was used in all tests. Thisdevice allowed the controlof bubble
size. In particular,5 mm diameterbubblesexisted forall sets of data. These air/waterdatawere foundto agree
with the previous void fractiondata of Sadatomi et al [11], and extended this priorstudy since the turbulent
structureof thecontinuousphasewas also measured.

Liquid phase velocity, turbulenceand void fractionmeasurementswere made using various TSI hot-
film probes. Both a single sensor boundary layer probe and an X-wire Reynolds stressprobe were used. The
single sensorcylindricalboundarylayerprobe hada TSI 10 AW element (0.025 mmx 0.25 mm) and the X-wire
probe had TSI 10 W elements (0.025 mm x 0.50 ram) which were 0.34 mm apart. The boundarylayer probe
could be positioned to within 0.10 mm from the conduit wall, which was closer thanfor the X-wire probe.

The data acquisitionsystem consisted of threeTSI 1050anemometermodules thatkept the hot f'dmsat
a constanttemperature.Theanalogoutputsweredigitizedwithacustom-madeCAMAC A/D convenerboard,
havingthree13-bitA/D converters,thatwas connectedtoa VAX-750 computer.The AID converterswere
triggeredsimultaneouslyby a KineticSystemsCAMAC 3655TimingPulseGenerator.Kolmogorov[24]
scaring indicated thata 10kHz sampling rate was sufficient to captureall significant scales of turbulence,and
this samplingratewas used forall data.

A schematic of the probe's traversing mechanism is shown in Hg. 3. It consisted of a rotating drum
housing _-_da rotating ball on the side that the probe penetratedthrough. The probe was moved in and out
v._inga micrometerhaving 0.025 ram. graduations. The probe had a 90° bend and an extension piece so that the
sensors were located within the test section approximately 3 L/D from the exit. This anangement gave three
degrees of freedom so that the probe could be located at any position andorientation in the cross section. The
ability to freely orient the probe was important since one m)lst set the boundary layer probe with its
measurementwireparallel to the wall, and position the X-wire probe in the appropriatedirection to measurethe
variousReynolds stresses.

CALIBRATION

The single sensor one mil diameter boundary layer probe was calibrated for void fraction using a
gamma-ray densitometer having a 10 Ci Cs-137 source and a NaI scintillating detector connected to a
multichannel analyzer. Probe calibration was done following the technique of Sim & Lahey [25], and the
resultsof this calibration are shown in Fig. 4 together with previousresultsby Lee et al [2:!.
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Afterperforminga carefulerroranalys!_it was determinedthattheerrorin the gammaray measurement
of void fractionwas negligible comparedto the errorin the hot f'dmmeasurementso the errorbars shown in
Fig. 4 correspondto the hot film data. Since the gamma-raymeasurementwas takenacross the test-section's
width manyhot film measurementshad to be takenandaveragedalongthe gamma-raypathwhen comparisons
were made. In addition, by taking two measurements at each point it was possible to obtain the standard
derivationof the chordal-averagedvoid fraction. We note that the deviation (_) for the boundarylayer probe is
fairly low and remainsapproximatelyconstant arotmda value of ± 6% of point.

The velocity calibration of t_ hot f'dmprobes was performedusinga calibration nozzle assembly, A
6.35 mm (1/4 in.) diameter nozzle was used. The pressure drop across the nozzle was measured using a
Validyne pressure transducer. The velocity at the nozzle exit was calculated directly using the Bernoulli
equation. This is valid everywhere except in the thin boundary layer around the nozzle wall. The water
temperature in the nozzle assembly was measured using a mercury thermometer having 0.1°C temperature
graduations.Because of probe signal chfftit was also necessary to performperiodicon-line recah'brationswith a
pitot tube.

TEST PROCEDURE

Hot film anemometryhas proven veryvaluable in liquid/vaporflows since the hot f'dmsimultaneously
measuresthe phaseindicator function and the instantaneousliquid veloci_. The signals can be time-averagedto
obtainthe local void fraction, average velocity and turbulencequantifies. Figure 5 shows a typical signal, the
correspondingvaporphase indicator function and the velocity of the liquidphase. Following the work of Lee
et al [26"]andWang [27] the penetrationof abubble by the probe was determinedusing both a signal level and a
slope thresholdingcriteria. When a bubble approachesthe probe, surfacetension causes it to deform. Thus, as
can be seen in Fig. 5, immediate penetrationof the interface does not occur. The garama-raydensitometer
calibrationexperiments discussed previously were carriedout to accountfor this effect. The liquidvelocity was
computedfromthe probe outputvoltage using King'sLaw:

Nu = A + BRen

wherethecorrelationparametersA,B andn wereobtainedfromthecalibrationnozzlemeasurements.

TheX-wireprobewasusedtomeasuretheinstantaneousvelocitycomponentslyingintheplaneofthe

wires.IftheX-probeliesinthex-yplanethenthemean liquidvelocitycomponents,u and v,andthe

Reynolds stress components, u'u', v' v' and u'v', are measured. By rotatingthe probe 90° about the vertical

axistheremainingvelocitycomponentw andtheReynoldsstresscomponents_ and _ areobtained.

Onlytheshearstressinthehorizontalplane,v'w' = w'v',wasnotmeasured,howeverinductflowsthisshear
stressisabouttwoordersofmagnitudesmallerthantheothercomponentsandwasthusnegligible.

Theeffectivevelocity(Ueff)measuredbyasensor"i"is:

2 2 22 22
Ueff=ui + kyVi+ kzWi (I)

wherekx andky aregeometriccoolingfactorsand,ascanbe seeninFig.6,ui,viandwi arethevelocity
componentswithrespecttothesensor'scoordinatesystem(x',y',z_.To convertfromthesensor'scoordinate
systemtoa referencecoord:,atesystem(x,y,z)thefollowingtransformationwasused:

vi|= cos 0i cos _i sin 0i cos Vi sin _i (2)

_v'i - sin 0i cos 0i 0
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For the case of the X-wire probe, setting 01 = 02 =0 and -¥1 = ¥2 = _4 yields:

,,,,,; t.£ t. ;
Combining these equations yields, _ some _Igetra:

(I + k2) (u2 + w2) + 2k2v2 =
2 2

UeffI + ueff2 (4a)

} 2 22(l-k uw = ueffl - Ueff2 (4b)
_. nr

For ductflow u >> v & w so these equations imply:

2 2

eefft+ue 2
u= 2 (5)

l+ky

and.

W---- ---- ((5)
k._, 2 22(I

Ueffl + ueff2

Thus the instantaneousvalues of u and w can be obtained from the measured_ffi' hence u, w, u'u', _ w'

and u'w' canbe c.ompute_L

The _ed yaw f_tor, ky, _ been m_ured by Jorgensen [28] for a vm'ietyof wire geome_es.
For a DISA 55F26 sensor at any angle of 45° to the flow, ky = 0.4. This sensor had the same aspect ratio as
the sensorsused in theX-wire probeand thus this value of ky was _.A in all datareduction.

THE DATA

The single wire boundary layer probe was used to measure the local void fractionand the axial liquid
velocity. The X-sensorprobe was used to also measurethe local void fractionandaxial liquid velocity, and the
lateralvelocities and theReynolds stresses were measured.

Flow s3anmem/tests were performed with the single sensor probe. Some typical measurements(for
two different distances from the base of the isosceles triangle) are shown in Figs.-7 and 8. It can be seen that
the two-pl_L_eflOWwas symmetric.

Figures 9-13 aregraphical representations of typical data. Notice thatfor the jg = 0.05 m/s _ the
void fractionpeaks nearthe conduit walls and in the corners, as was previouslyobservedby Sadatomiet al [11].
Also the two-phase velocity profile is flatter than for single-phase flows because of the void peaks near the
walls. Interestingly, at jg = 0.4 m/s the void peaks are less pronounced than for jg = 0.05 m/s, and
consequently the velocity profile becomes less flat.
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A comparisonof thesingle-phase velocity measurementsof the boundarylayer probeand the X-sensor
probe along the apex bisector is given in Fig.-14. Good agreement can be noted, which supports probe
cahlrationanddatareduction_.

Figures 15-18 aregraphical representationsof the Reynolds stressesmeasured. It canbe notedthatthe

shearstress, -pl u'v', in Fig. 17 is in general agreement with the correspondingvelocity distributionin Fig.
10. That is, it is approximatelyzero in the region where the velocity profile is flat, is positive nearthe base of
the Mangle wherethe velocity gradientis positive and negativenearthevertex.

DISCUSSION - ANALYSIS

Let us next consider a general three-dimensionaltwo-fluid model for air/waterbubbly flows. In this
paper an ensemble [29] and cell-averaging [30] approach was used to obtain the phasic continuity and
momentumequationas [31]:

a(%p_)
at + v • (aspgxs) =0 (7a)

a(a#t)
' at +v • CardL)=0 C/b)

a
a-[(agpgxg)+v • (agpg_xg)=v • [ag_]

- ag Vpt - CvmagpL avm - Crot(xgPlXrx V x Xg

• ('D_ag )"CvmPL'Y'r\ Dt +agV ,X.r -(Cl-2Cp) agP#r'VX_

[ • ]- C2 agPLY.r" V.Y.r+ V.X.r + (V • I.r) I__ - bsPL CXr• y.r)Vag

3 CD

"asPz(-Y.r"Vctg)Xr- CL PL agXr x V x Xt + agpgg - _ "_b Pt agY.rly.rl

TD D W
-Mgi -_tgw -_ +Mgw _)

[ ("o .o)]a_(a#tvt)+ v •(azp##t)= v. at _(BI) + _(SD

-atVpL-Cppzly.rl2Vaz+ CvmagP#vm + Crotagpt(y.rx V x Xg)

• (D_a_ )+ Cvm Pd.r\ Dt _ + ag V • Y.r + C1 agpd.r• VY.rT

[ ,__]+ C2agP#r" Vy..r+ Vy..r + (V • Y-r)

+ bsPt (Y.r"Y.r)Vag + asPt(Y.r"Vag) Y.r+ CL pzotgY.rx V x Y-t
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TD D W+ at Ptg + __ pl ag Y.rly.rl-Mti - M/w -Mtw + Mtw (8b)- Rb

Let us now consider the closure laws andparametersused in these phasic momentum equations. In
particular, those for adiabatic (ie, air/water) bubbly two-phase flow. The total Reynolds stress for the
continuous liquidphase is given by,

__e Re Re=-_D +_(sx) (9)

where,thebubble-induced shear stress is [32],

[a_x,.v.r+b_. _) I] (_0)fnl)=Pfg

and, fornoninteractingspherical bubbles, thebubble-induced tttrbulenceparamete_ are [33],

I 3
at =" 23 , and, bt =" 2"0

Re
The shear-inducedReynolds stress,__(SI), may come froma k-_ model and an algebraic stress law [34], or a
Reynolds stress (ie, _-_) model [22].

An adequateturbulencemodel forbubbly flow appearsto be [23],

D_t_sI_
al Dt = al(V°D + P-k) (II)

Dtkt(Br) I

al Dt = alV*_tVkb + _"b(kl(BI)a - kl(Bl)) (12)

(afirstorderrelaxationmodel)

at Dt_ at(v'_ +P_-_) (:3)Dt =

where,D, P, _, Pe ande¢ areparametersdef'medin classical single-phasek-e med¢ls [34], and,

u

_'b= Db/]Y.rl (14)

2
kl(Bi)a = a gaI Cp ly.rl (15)

kI= kl(sI)+ kl(BI) (16)

t k2
_l = C_t_-- + Cttb Rbagly.rl (17)

where [34], C_ = 0.09, and [35], Clsb - 1.2, and SI implies shear-inducedand BI bubble-inducedturbulence,
respectively.
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Itshould be notedthat the asymptotic bubble-inducedturbulentkineticenergy of the liquid,kba,comes
from an inviscid analysis of the relative motionbetween the dispersedphase and the continuous (liquid) phase.
The last term in Eq. (17) is the bubble-inducedviscosity enhancementmodel of Sam et al [35].

The virtual mass accelerationis given by [18]:

&vm= (_+ y..g * V )y.g-(_+ vleV )y-I (18)

m

The parameterCD is an appropriateinterracialdragcoefficient forbubblyflow, andRb is the meanradius of the

incompressible calculation for noninteracting spheres gives [31]" Cvm = CL = 2'
bubble. An inviscid,

• I. 5_.C2 =. 2_,as 9 3Cvm = 0,Crot= 4'El = 4' = -_, bs= _.

Theeffectofsurfacetensioncanbemodeledforsmallbubblesbyassumingthattheinterfaceisa shell
made upof nearly rigid elastic material. The role of the resultantsurfacetype stress field is to hold thebubbles
in a spherical shape. Its effect is to transfermomentumin much the same way that the stress tensor transfers
stress. If we average the elastic stress equation,we have,

M'gi ffi "_i * V" [ag (--_s + (Pgi "P/i) I)]

or, partitioninginto drag(d) andnondrag(nd)components:

_-M_i d) - M(ld) + V e (ag__s_)+ V(agpgi)- agVpl i (19)

where,the sttrfacestress tensoris [31]:

[- - i]--_¢ffiPL asY.-rY-r+ bs (Y-_r* Y-f) (20)

and,forasphere:

-- 9/20, --3/20

An inviscid calculation shows [36],

Pli "Pl = "Cppllvrl 2 (21)

where fora rising sphere, Cp = 0.25. In contrast,for an oblate spheroid [37], 0.6 $ Cp < 1.7.

Inaddition to theclosure laws derived fora flee field bubblytwo-phase flow, there arevolumetricforces
TD W

associatedwith turbulentdispersion(M_), wall shear (]_cw), awall-inducedlateral force (Mgw), and,a wall-
D

inducedaxial dragforce on the dispersedbubbles(]_l_v). The turbulentdispersion force is given in Appendix-I
as,

TD
Mli = "Mgi ffiCTD Pl kt Va (22)
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where,kt is the totalturbulentkinetic energy of the liquid phase.

A wag lift force, due to Antal et al [38], has been addedto the phag,c momentumequations fornodes
adjacentto the walls. This force is of the form,

- - Cw 1 4. Cw2 Rb

Finally, volumetricwall forces having to do with the wag shear (_lkw), arenotused explicitly since the single-
phase "lawof the wall" is employed instead [39]. Finally, the additionalaxial dragon bubblesclose to the wag
(ie, those that arein the turbulentbufferzone) is given in Appendix-Has,

D
_lgw=-Cwb_ (24)

8 D b

where, 8 is the distance normalto the wall at which y+ = 5 (ie, 8 = 100 _t/<X/>).

If needed,the mixturemomentumequation can be found by addingEqs. (8) to obtain:

a-_(atptvl+agpg_Lg) + V • atpty.ly.l+ agpgy.gKg-(at+ _s)agp//_r

Ro]. _gpt(bt• _s)lZ,42 I- _t _(sr)

=- v Cat Pt+a_g)+(o_t Pt+_gPg)__"_w" _ (_

We note the last two terms in the spatial acceleration term account for the bubble-induced and shear-induced
momentum exchanges. Interestingly, the mixture momentum equation, Eq. (25), is exactly the same as one
proposedby Wallis [40].

DATA COMPARISONS

A reducedformof the three.dimensionaltwo-fluid model hasbeen evaluatedand comparedwith some
phase distributionupflow dataforbubbly air/water flow in a pipe. For these evaluations the following values
ofthe closureparameteaswereassumed[23]:

. ;,= = = = = =- 0.1,
CI =C2=Cvm Cvm=Crot =as is= s = bs=a t bt 0.0,Cp= 1.0,CTD 0.1,Cwl

Cw2 = 0.12,Cwb = 1.0,CL = 0.1,Cst= 0.09andCl.tb= 1.2.

The interfacialdragcoefficient was given by [41],

CD = 6.3/Re_"385 (26)

m

where,Reb= Db Ixrl/_l and,Db= 3 mm(themeasuredbubblediameter).

The resultsof theseevaluationsareshownin Figs.-19forSerizawa'sair/waterbubblyupflowdata[2]
in a pipe,andin Figs.-20for Wang'sair/waterbubblydownflowdata[5] in apipe. Agreementforthesevalues
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of the closure parametersis seen to be very good. This confn'msthata two-fluid model using a k-_ turbulence
model and an atgebraic stress law canpredict lateralphase distributionin a pipe. Significantly,as canbe seen in
Fig.-21, exactly the same two-fluid model and closure relations can be used to predict the air/waterbubbly
upflow dataof Lopez de Bertodano [23] in an isosceles triangle. Moreover,Fig.-22 shows that usingvirlnally
thesame two-fluid model [38] laminarbubblyflow datacanalso be predicted.

These results are very exciting since they indicate that a properly formulatedmultidimensionaltwo-
fluid model has the inherent ability to predict lateral phase distribution phenomena in simple and complex
geometryconduits for bubbles in the size range, I mm < Db < 6 nun.

Moreover, since the closure,conditions which have beenused in these predictions arephysically-based,
theredoes not seem to be any fundamentalreason why the CFD approachfor the analysis of multidimensional
two.phase flows cannot be extended to other flow regimes andto diabatic conditions. Indeed, such extensions
will only require the development of new closure conditions which areappropriatefor the particularmultiphase
situations being studied.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

It has been shown that pronounced lateralphase distributionmay occur in simple complex geometry
conduits. Significantly, a multidimensional two-fluid model, and its associated closure conditions, were
numerically evaluated using the PHOENICS code, and gave results that agreed with the bubbly flow phase
dism_outiondata taken in both simple and complex geometryconduits. Moreover, it appears thatthis approach
may be extended to flow regimes other than just bubbly flows, andshould also be able to accommodatephase
changeeffects.

It seems that we may be on the threshold of a majorrevolution in the way multiphase flows are
analyzed. Indeed, it appearsthat the CFD evaluations of multidi'nensional two-fluid models have the inherent
capability to replace many of the empirically-based analyses in ase today. It is hoped that this paperwill help
stimulatemultiphase researchersto actively participatein this scientific revolution so thatreliable mechanistic
multiphase flow CFD evaluations for all flow regimes of inte:est will be possible in the foreseeable future.
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APPENDIX.I: TURBULENT DISPERSION FORCE

The motivation to develop a turbulent dispersionforce comes fromthe fact thatthe averagedtwo-phase
continuityequations do not allow for a phasic diffusion term. Thatis, since the volume fraction of phase-k,

ak, is defined as an average, termssuch as % do not exist. In contrast,a dispersion force in the momentum
equationsmayoccur.

The averagedcontinuity equationof phase-k,assuming no phase source,is:

a_Xk + V-Xk.Zk= 0 (I.l)

where Xk is the phase indicator function and Xk is the instantaneousphasic velocity. Notice that this is a
naturalway to average because both these quantities are whata hotfilm anemometeractually measures. Then
by clef'ruing:

,..¢,

m

ak" Xk (L2)

rod,

Xk_Vk
vk=--=--- 0.3)

X k

thecontinuityequationbecomes:

a-_Xk+ V.ak Xk = 0 (1.4)

Otherinvestigatorshavestartedfromthisequationandaveragedoncemorem obtain:

_)- - CZkVk =0 ('[.5)a-'_Zk+ V.ak Y.k+ V. -w--r-

where the last term on the left hand side of Eq. (1.5) allowed them to have a turbulent diffusion term in the
continuity equation. Unfortunately, as discussed above, this is not rigorous. However, we may have a
turbulentdiffusion force in the momentumequations.

In order to derive a turbulentdispersion force an analogy is made with the thermal diffusion of air
molecules in the atmosphere. If it were not for the thermal kinetic energy of the air molecules the atmosphere
would be very thin indeed since all the airmolecules would be held againstthe groundby gravity. The thermal
motion thatkeeps the molecules away from the groundmay be thoughtof as a thermaldiffusion force that acts
againstgravity. A Gedanken(ie, thought) experimentcan then be made fora bounded turbulentbubbly mixture
whose dispersion is similar to that of air molecules, except that the motion of the bubbles is producedby the
turbulentenergy of the liquidphase insteadof the thermal energy of the airmolecules.

Let us begin by analyzing the earth's atmosphere. The momentumequation applied to a stagnant
atmosphereis:

dy='Pg 0.6)

Forisothermalconditions:



_t °"
o
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Po Po

so the solution to the momentumequationbecomes:

Applying the perfect gas law:

Since the numberdensity of airmolecules (n"3is proportionalto themass density:

_w

where _ is the gravitationalpotential (gy) andRT is the thermalkineticenergy of the airmolecules. Thus,

t = - RTtn n---T-_nS' (L11)

and the gravitationalforce is:

Fg = - V_ = RT Vln n'"-- - g (L12)

Then the dispersionforce, FD, is such that,

Fg + FD = 0 (1.13)

Hence,

FD = - RT Vln n"' ("I.14)

By analogy the turbulent disversion force per unit mass on the bubbles becomes,

FTD=-CTD kV tna (1.15)

where CTD isa proportionalityfactor.

Anequivalent force on the liquidphase is:

FTD = - CTD k/Vln (1 - a) (I.16)

Thus the volumetric turbulentvoid dispersionforce is:

Mi?='M:v? = "CTD Pl(l-a)kiV In (I-a)= CTD plktV a (1.17)
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APPENDIX-H: AXIAL WALL FORCE ON BUBBLES

As observed by Mari_ et.al. [39], because of the finite size of the bubbles and the steep velocity
gradient near the wall, there is an axial wall force on the bubbles near the wall. It is proposed that there is a
region of close contact between the bubble and the w_n and beneath the bubble the liqmd film thickness is of
the order of the laminar sublayer thickness. Hence the w_ll shear force on the bubble is:

L_= - A_t dy ="Attt 01.1)

where A is the shear area beneath the bubble, y is the laminar sublayer thickness and Vg is the local mean
bubble velocity. This may be convened to a force per unit volume:

D ¢z =. gt_a A

6 6

2
Finally, letting the shear area, A, be a function of the bubble cross sectional area, _- Db, yields:

,_.,

D _ aZg w =- Cwb gl D==_"
_.3)

The laminar sublayer thickness is defined as:

8+ 6 v,=--= 5 (]I.4)
_t

andsincei"

v*--0.05l<xt>l 01.5)

then the thickness of the laminar sublayer is:

8"-100[<vt>l (If.@

tnsening_. 01.6)intonq.(11.3)yields:

D Pt

_g w-'Cwb i_Db _ _._

t v. = ._ %/pL= _'<Xg,

where, cf-- 0.005



Fig.2 SchematicofMi_ng Tec Fig.3 SchematicofTraversingMechanism
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